The Baggara Tribes
ever,  periodically show  bursts  of energy in  organising
hunting parties.    These are of two sorts, being composed
sometimes of men who have lost their cattle from rinder-
pest or other plague and wish to recuperate and sometimes
of permanent hunters who  find it a more entertaining
and   perhaps   more   profitable   life   than   cattle   raising.
The sporting instinct is usually subordinated to the love
of gain, and the increasing scarcity of valuable game has
turned many hunters into bands of workers going to the
Gezira to pick cotton.    Giraffe hunting involves a hard
chase of half an hour or an hour, but elephant hunting
may occupy several months of hard travelling and priva-
tion which are now not often adequately rewarded by
the profits.    But although their main end in. hunting is
profit, their bravery is  not in   question  once  they  are
engaged, and they are always prepared to risk a possible
death or the almost certain result of a man being mauled
in order to round up a lion which is damaging the herds.
Inter-tribal cases among the Baggara are not frequent.
They usually occur over questions of watering and grazing
but, as both are plentiful, disputes are less frequent than
in more desert regions.    They are not jealous of their
boundaries and if dues are paid no question of trespass
as a rule arises.    In fact, following long tradition, the
tribal heads are only too ready to harbour anyone from
other tribes.    On the whole, however, boundaries among
such tribes are not and should not be precisely fixed.
Varying   conditions in water and grass-supply from year
to year necessitate a lot of give and take, and if each
tribe can be kept to a certain general area no definite
boundaries need be drawn.    Most tribes allow strangers
to spend the summer within their boundaries, after an
acknowledgment of their rights accompanied by a small
present.
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